
Ms. June Christensen 	 11/30/93 
820 Williow St 
P.O.Box 136 
Paisley, OR 97636 

Dear Ms. Christensen, 

What few people can have any reason to believe is the grim fact)  that because the 

assassination was never officially investigated there are no leads to be followed by 

private citizens. This also makes it close to inevitable that such as we all would 

like it, the crime will never be solved. 14y new book, NEVER AGAIN!, to be published 

this coming September, goes into that with the official records relating to this that 

are among those I obtained by a dozen FOIA lawsuits. 

My work comes entirely from the official evidence what was suppressed or c9ad about. 

Then? is We theorizing of conspiracies. That deceives and misleads the Ileople. And 
63(.404, 
that works, which really are of fiction, can be made attractive bec,use they are not 

restrained by reality. My work proves that there was a conspiracy but it does not 

deceive truth-seeking people by pretending to solve the crime. 

You say you do not understand how the media was so deceived. I think it deceived 

Itself itself, not wanting the truth. Having deceived itself rather than questioning 

at the time of the crime it is not about to confess now and perpetuates the falsehoods. 

My age and health require early retirment so.I do not see the TV specials. I do 

not know which interview Kurtis used or by whom but I do not recall being interviewed 

by him. 

We do live at the base of a mountain and we also believe it is lovely. 

It is frustrating to iow that a'ch a crime, one of its awful consequences, can be 

unsolved but I think it is perhaps more frustrating to swallow the various contrived 

theories for which "solutions" also are contrived. I think it is better to under-

stand the truth and to hope that it can come to be understood well enought so that, 
bawk'  

as I titled that,/it NEVER. AGAIN! can happen in odic' country and tho government is 

forced to admit the truth. 

Thanks amd best wishes, 

TA-ti 147 
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